The SaniKennel Advantage:

- Custom built to fit your unique space
- Patented floor seal system maintains a water tight seal between runs
- Attractive, durable and quality materials for panels and gate options
- Many decorator finishes and colors available
- Patented stainless steel two-way latch standard on all gates
Design Your SaniKennel in 4 Easy Steps!

Any choice you make will provide you with an enclosure system that is attractive, durable and of high quality.

The first step in designing your SaniKennel is to choose your panel.

The second step is easy - choose the gate that compliments the panel you select.

The third step - choose your accessories; you can select all of them or none.

The fourth step - provide your dimensions or layout and Mason will provide complimentary design consultation and computerized drawings for your unique space and needs.

Mason will customize your SaniKennel based on your specifications, to fit your unique space at no extra cost. At Mason we don’t just sell products, we sell solutions!

Many of our SaniKennels are installed by our customers. We do, however, offer installation assistance through our Mason Construction subsidiary. This assistance can be as little as a technician to help you get started, to as much as a complete factory-trained installation team. Mason can help you set up your equipment correctly for a guaranteed price. Ask for an installation quote along with your materials quotation.

To learn more about SaniKennels and have your questions answered, call 800.543.5567 today.
Step 1: Choose Your Panel

Stainless Steel Panels: Mason’s Finest

- 100% stainless steel construction
- Adjustable 16ga. stainless steel floor mounting system for a watertight seal on sloped floors
- Framework is 16ga. 304 stainless steel square tubing that is miter-cut and hand welded at every intersection
- Isolation 4’ high with two sheets of 20 GA. 304 stainless steel and internal sound deadening core with welded wire above
- 10 year warranty, standard

Wilsonart Panels: Make a Fashion Statement

- Hundreds of Wilsonart decorative finishes available
- Polypropylene fluted core panel construction (no natural fibers) will not absorb moisture
- Aluminum framework
- Patented Sani-Slope floor seal system adjusts to various floor slopes while maintaining a water tight seal between runs
- Choice of stainless steel, galvanized, or polyethylene grid top sections

Choose from the following three Wilsonart lines:
- The Standards
- Wilsonart Home
- WilsonartHD • Go to Wilsonart.com to see the unlimited color options

FRP Panels: A Great Look and Value

- FRP (fiberglass reinforced plastic) isolation panels resist scratching, staining, odor and moisture
- USDA Certified antimicrobial surface is easy to clean and sanitize
- Aluminum framework is strong and rust-proof
- Patented Sani-Slope floor sealing system adjusts to various floor slopes while maintaining a water tight seal between runs
- Available in 11 decorative colors and choice of stainless steel, galvanized steel, or polyethylene grid top section for proper airflow

11 Decorator Colors
Step 2: Choose Your Gate

Stainless Steel: Mason’s Finest

- 100% stainless steel construction provides superior appearance, strength and durability
- Patented stainless steel two-way latch
- The 1” x 3½” spaced wire grid is welded at every intersection for the strongest and safest gates for animals and handlers
- Custom built to your exact size and configuration
- 10 year warranty, standard

Tempered Glass: Attractive Open-View Appearances

- Stainless steel framework
- ¼” thick tempered glass
- Patented stainless steel two-way latch
- Easy to clean smooth surface
- Controls noise by blocking direct sound
- Various material combinations (glass, wire, FRP) in each gate section available
- 10 year warranty, standard

Patented Stainless Steel Two-Way Latch: Standard on All Mason Gates

- This latch is second to none and perfect for any gate you choose.
- 100% stainless steel construction
- Allows inward and outward opening of gates
- Self-latching operation
- Lockable with leash-clip or padlock
- Secures inside and outside
Galvanized Welded Wire: Mason’s Newest Gate Option

- Same design as Mason’s premium stainless steel gate, but with galvanized framework and grid for a more economical price
- 1” x 3½” wire grid is welded at every intersection to provide superior strength, appearance and durability
- Custom sized for your specific needs
- Patented stainless steel two-way latch, standard

Chainlink: Mason’s Unsurpassed Value Leader

- Available in four diamond sizes and three gauges of wire
- Diamond mesh is hand-laced to the frame for higher durability and animal safety
- Gatorshield® structural tubing framework and electro-galvanized woven wire provide a superior level of corrosion protection and a smooth finish
- Custom sized welded frame construction to your exact dimensions
- Patented stainless steel two-way latch
- Hinges are adjustable to permit realignment
Step 3: Choose Your Accessories

Stainless Steel Bowl Brackets

There is no need to enter the run or enclosure with this bowl bracket designed for Mason’s stainless steel bowls. The convenient design features no sharp edges, and the swing-down door automatically latches when closed.

Top Covers

Top covers provide animal security and owner peace of mind, while creating a more finished appearance. Made from durable, high quality materials you expect from Mason Company, they are customized for any kennel or run. Available in wire or polypropylene grids, they clamp on to gate, side panel and back panel frames.

Rest Benches

Dogs love rest benches! Mason rest benches keep dogs clean and comfortable, and off of wet or soiled floors and drains. Our rest benches are constructed of the highest quality aluminum or Gatorshield® structural steel tubing, in both swing-up and freestanding styles. Ideal for Mason isolation kennels, our swing-up rest benches allow easy drain access and cleaning by kennel staff.

Kenl-Dors®

Kenl-Dors by Mason are considered to be the industry’s most efficient vertical lift doors. They accommodate a variety of needs. Wall Mounted Kenl-Dors can provide controlled indoor-outdoor dog access and Panel Mounted Kenl-Dors can be mounted to any Mason back panel or division panel. All Kenl-Dors glide easily in specially designed, heavy-duty aluminum channels.
Mason Provides Complimentary Design Consultation and Computerized Drawings

We never charge for design advice, specification information, computerized layout drawings or price quotations.

Our friendly, professional sales consultants work within your budget and are committed to providing innovative solutions with attractive designs.

Check out some of the solutions we have developed for clients by reading our case studies and articles found in the “about us/latest news” section of our web site.

At Mason we sell solutions!
Attractive Mason Kennel Designs Around the World.